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AbstratSupport-graph preonditioners have been shown to be a valuable tool for the iterative solution,via a Preonditioned Conjugate Gradient method, of the KKT systems that must be solved ateah iteration of an Interior Point algorithm for the solution of Min Cost Flow problems. Thesepreonditioners extrat a proper triangulated subgraph, with \large" weight, of the originalgraph: in pratie, trees and Brother-Conneted Trees (BCTs) of depth two have been shownto be the most omputationally eÆient families of subgraphs. In the literature, approximateversions of the Kruskal algorithm for maximum-weight spanning trees have most often been usedfor hoosing the subgraphs; Prim-based approahes have been used for trees, but no omparisonhave ever been reported. We propose Prim-based heuristis for BCTs, whih require nontrivialmodi�ations w.r.t. the previously proposed Kruskal-based approahes, and present a omputa-tional omparison of the di�erent approahes, whih shows that Prim-based heuristis are mostoften preferable to Kruskal-based ones.Key words: Min Cost Flow problems, Interior Point algorithms, Preonditioned ConjugatedGradient method, Prim algorithm.





3.1. IntrodutionWe present new heuristis, based on the Prim algorithm for the Maximum-weight Spanning Tree(MST) problem, for �nding \large-weight" triangulated subgraphs of a given weighted graph.These heuristis have appliation to the problem of �nding eÆient support-graph preondition-ers for the iterative solution, via a Preonditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) method, of the(ore part of the) KKT systems that must be solved at eah iteration of an Interior Point (IP)algorithm for the solution of linear Min Cost Flow (MCF) problems. Previous theoretial [9, 10℄and/or experimental [14, 7℄ analyses have shown that support-graph preonditioners, whih relyon the idea of extrating a large-weight triangulated subgraph of the original graph, are e�etiveprovided that are is taken in properly balaning the e�ort required for �nding the subgraphand fatoring the preonditioner and the orresponding derease in iterations ount of the PCGapproah. In the literature, the large-weight subgraph has most often been hosen by heuristisbased on (approximate versions of) the Kruskal algorithm for MST; Prim-based heuristis havebeen proposed only for the ase of trees, but no omparison between the two approahes haveever been reported. We present suh a omparison, whih shows that Prim-based approahesare most often preferable to Kruskal-based ones on large instanes, exept possibly on denseones. While Prim- and Kruskal-based approahes are almost idential if the subgraph is re-strited to be a tree, nontrivial modi�ations are needed when Brother-Conneted Trees (BCT)of level two [7℄ are used instead; we present di�erent heuristis based on the Prim algorithm andomputationally analyze their performanes within the IP appliation.The struture of the paper is the following: in Setion 2 we briey review the previous workdone in this area and introdue support-graph preonditioners. In Setion 3 we disuss the newPrim-based heuristis for �nding large-weight BCTs of level two; then, Setion 4 presents theresults of a omputational experiene aimed at assessing the e�etiveness of the new heuristiswithin the framework of IP approahes to MCF. Finally, onlusions are drawn in Setion 5.2. Support-graph preonditioners2.1. Interior Point approahes to Min-Cost Flow problemsLet G = (N;A) be a direted graph, with m = jAj and n = jN j; the Min-Cost Flow (MCF)problem is the following linear programmin f x : Ex = b ; 0 � x � u g ; (1)where E is the node-ar inidene matrix of G,  is the vetor of ar osts, u is the vetor of arupper apaities, b is the vetor of node de�its, and x is the vetor of ows. This problem hasa huge set of appliations, either in itself or|more often|as a submodel of more omplex anddemanding problems (e.g., [2, 5, 3, 4℄ among many others).Speialized IP methods have been shown [17, 14℄ to be omputationally ompetitive for thesolution of large-sale MCF problems. At eah iteration of these methods, linear systems of theform (E�ET )�y = d (2)have to be solved, where � and d are respetively a m�m diagonal matrix with positive entries(that is, a weight �ij > 0 is assigned to eah ar (i; j) 2 A) and a vetor of Rn , whih depend



4.on the urrent solution and on the IP algorithm hosen. Atually, sine the system is rank-de�ient, at least one of the rows/olumns may be eliminated; this is not always the best option,as disussed in Setion 2.5.The solution of (2) typially represents by far the main omputational burden of IP algo-rithms. As M = E�ET is symmetri and positive (semi)de�nite, in general-purpose LinearProgramming IP solvers (2) would typially be solved through a Cholesky fatorization, pre-eded by a heuristi re-ordering of the rows of E (nodes of G) in order to diminish as muhas possible the �ll-in of the resulting Cholesky fator. However, for strutured problems suhas MCF the Cholesky fatorization is too slow to make the IP algorithm ompetitive with themany available eÆient \ombinatorial" approahes to MCF (e.g., see [8℄), and alternatives haveto be devised. The Preonditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) method o�ers one suh alterna-tive. A proper hoie of the preonditioner must balane the ost of forming and fatoring itand the orresponding savings due to the derease of the number of CG iterations required to(approximately) solve the system.2.2. Support-graph preonditionersTheoretial analysis [9, 10℄ and experimental studies [15, 14, 7℄ have shown that support-graphpreonditioners are e�etive in this setting. These are matries of the formMS = ES�SETS ; (3)where S is a subgraph of G, ES is the node-ar inidene matrix of S and �S is the restritionof � to the ars in S. This an also be \extended" toM 0S =MS + � diag(M �MS) (4)where diag(X) is the diagonal matrix having as the diagonal elements those of X, and � is aparameter that an be hosen aording to the struture of the MCF problem at hand; learly,M 0S is not substantially more ostly to invert than MS , while inorporating information aboutall ars, rather than only about those in S. Indeed M 0S turns out to be more e�etive thanMS on some [7℄|but not all [10℄|lasses of instanes; sine adding the diagonal (or not)hanges basially nothing in the theory of support-graph preonditioners, in the following we willalways refer to (3), intending that (4) an be used instead if it turns out to be omputationallyonvenient.In order for MS to be inexpensive to invert (or fator), it must have very low �ll-in: a way toensure this is to ask that no �ll-in is inurred, i.e., that S is a triangulated graph [18℄ (suh thatevery yle of length at least four has an edge joining two nononseutive verties in the yle).In partiular, trees are obviously triangulated graphs; tree-based preonditioners [15, 14, 13, 10℄hoose S as a(n approximate) MST of G, the weight of eah ar (i; j) being the orresponding �ij.The linear systems involving MS an then be solved in O(n), at eah step of the PCG method,by onsidering the three linear systems with oeÆient matrix ES , �S and ETS , respetively; itis well-known [1℄ that these systems an be solved by visiting the tree S.The approximate MST an be onstruted in roughly O(m) with a variant of the lassialKruskal algorithm where ars are only approximately sorted using a \buket" data struturewith m bukets; this is the strategy adopted in all papers exept [14℄, where a Prim algorithmbased on a Fibonai heap data struture is used instead. However, no rationale for the spei�hoie is given in any of the papers.



5.Tree-based preonditioners an be expeted to be spetrally e�etive, espeially in the �naliterations of an IP algorithm. In fat, the analysis of IP methods shows that, if the optimalsolution of the underlying MCF is unique, the weights �ij tend to zero on all ars but thoseorresponding to the basi optimal solution, that form a spanning tree; hene MS � E�ET inthe last iterations of the IP method. This is true also in the degenerate ase [10℄. However, thesepreonditioners are less e�etive in the �rst iterations of the IP approah, where the weightsare \more evenly" distributed on a larger subset of the ars of G (in the very �rst iteration itan even be �ij = 1 8 (i; j) 2 A). This has suggested to use, at least in the �rst IP iterations,support-graph preonditioners with \larger" (stritly ontaining a spanning tree) triangulatedsubgraphs.In [7℄ we have shown that the latter approah an improve the overall performanes providedthat due are is taken in seeking the right balane between the inreased ost of �nding S (andfatorizing MS) and the savings due to the derease of the PCG iterations, with respet to atree-based preonditioner. At �rst, one may think that the immediate extension of the approahwould be to use as S the maximum-weight triangulated subgraph of G; however, this turns outto be impossible, sine:� the maximum-weight triangulated subgraph problem is NP-hard [11℄, and it learly makesno sense to employ an exat solution approah (suh as Branh&Bound) in this appliation;� even if it were omputationally feasible to exatly (or approximately, with some tight a-priori ratio) �nd a maximum-weight triangulated subgraph of G, using it as S would notneessarily result in an eÆient approah, due to the above-mentioned deliate balanebetween the extra ost of �nding and fatoring a \larger" preonditioner MS and thederease in PCG iterations [7℄;� one S has been determined, some work still has to be done to �nd the \good" ordering ofthe nodes, i.e., a n� n permutation matrix Pn suh that the reordered matrix PnMSP Tnhas a Cholesky fatorization without �ll-in. For the ase of trees, Pn orresponds to anypermutation P (suh as that given by a reverse Breadth-First Searh) of the nodes suhthat if (i; j) is an ar of S with i father of j, then row j preedes row i in P, and thereforeis already impliitly given by, e.g., the desription of the tree in terms of the predeessorfuntion Pred[�℄; onversely, for the general ase Pn has to be expliitly omputed [19℄.This suggests the use of appropriate sub-families of triangulated graphs where the omputationof S and of P an be organized as to be very eÆient in pratie. For this purpose, the familyof brother-onneted trees has been de�ned in [7℄.2.3. Brother-onneted treesA subgraph S = (N;AS) of G is a brother-onneted tree (BCT) if either it is a spanning tree T =(N;AT ) of G, or it ontains a spanning tree T of G suh that the subgraph S0 = (N;AS n AT )obtained by removing all the ars of T from S is formed of a ertain number k � 1 of node-disjoint onneted omponents S01 = (N1; A1); : : : ; S0k = (Nk; Ak) suh that all the nodes in Niare \brothers" (sons of the same node) in T , and eah S0i is a brother-onneted tree.This de�nition is inherently reursive and operational in nature; a BCT an be onstrutedby iteratively taking a family of BCTs (whih may be ordinary trees) and joining all their nodesin a tree, where all the nodes of anyone of the original BCTs are sons of the same node. Notethat, onversely, it is not required that all the sons of the same node in T belong to the same



6.onneted omponent. In other words, the ar set AS of a BCT S is the union of the ar setsof a family T = fT1; : : : ; Tqg of ar-disjoint subtrees Ti of G. The family T itself has a treestruture, where a tree Ti is the son of a tree Tj in T if all the nodes in Ti are brothers in Tj.The depth of a BCT S is the depth of the assoiated tree T , i.e., the number of times that theomposition operation has to be applied, starting from an empty graph, in order to onstrut S.A BCT of depth 1 is an ordinary tree, a BCT of depth 2 ontains a spanning tree T suh thatthe removal of all the ars in T leaves a forest, and so on. It is easy to show that BCTs aretriangulated graphs; furthermore, one an show [7, Theorem 2.3℄ that for any brother-onnetedtree S in G, its representation as a tree T allows one to ompute a \good" ordering P (suhthat MS has a Cholesky fator with no �ll-in). For a BCT of depth two, for instane, one justhas to \merge" the natural (sons before fathers) ordering of the sub-trees of level 2 with that ofthe tree of level 1, in whih brothers may appear in any order. The result an also be generalizedto any positive de�nite matrix M with a BCT support, thereby allowing modi�ations to thepreonditioner suh as that of (4).All this allows one to de�ne an algorithm that onstruts a �ll-in-free Cholesky fator of MS ,for S a BCT of depth h, in O(nh2); all the trees at the same level q an be represented witha unique predeessor funtion Pred[q℄ de�ned on the nodes, suh that Pred[q℄[u℄ = v, if v isfather of u at depth q. Using the same data strutures, an O(nh) algorithm that solves systemsof the form MSr = v|whih is what is atually required if MS is used as a preonditioner|anbe onstruted; any PCG iteration has then a omplexity of O(nh+m). In [7℄, BCTs of depthtwo have been shown to yield the best ompromise between the extra ost assoiated with theinrease in the ardinality of S (a BCT of depth two an have up to 2n � 3 ars) and theimprovement in the onvergene rate of the PCG.2.4. Kruskal-based heuristisA ruial omponent of the overall approah is then the heuristi that is used to �nd the large-weight BCT in the �rst plae; it has to be both e�etive, sine a larger BCT an be assumed toprovide a preonditioner with better spetral properties, and eÆient, in order not to overbalanethe improvement due to the better preonditioner. In [6, 7℄, several di�erent two-stage heuristishave been proposed based on the following general sheme:(i) �nd an initial spanning tree T ;(ii) then, add extra ars forming trees among brothers in T .Choosing the initial tree as a(n approximate) MST appears to be the best hoie, and is bakedby some results that an be proven about the worst-ase performanes. Sine ars in phase(ii) are added in a greedy fashion, and therefore it is bene�ial to try adding more promisingars �rst, the initial tree in phase (i) is onstruted by a Kruskal algorithm, whose omplexityis dominated by that of the initial sorting of the ars: the ostly sorting is then exploited byboth phases. Also, as in most of the previous literature, ars are only approximately sorted inO(m) using a \buket" data struture with m bukets; as disussed in Setion 4.1 we have laterquestioned the hoie of the approximate sorting, but the omputational results keep supportingthis approah (among the Kruskal-based ones).Three di�erent variants of the seond phase have been proposed in [7℄, in whih the heuristian hange more and more the struture of the original spanning tree: in the �rst (ii.a) the �nalordering of the nodes is arbitrarily �xed as any \good" ordering for T and the ars out of T are



7.added if they are ompatible with the �xed ordering and they form paths among brothers, in theseond (ii.b) the restrition that level-two trees must be paths is kept, but the ordering betweenbrothers an be hanged, while in the third (ii.) trees in the seond level are not restrited to bepaths. The growing freedom enjoyed by heuristis (ii.b) and (ii.) is paid in terms of more datastrutures and an inrease of ost; however, it also allows promotion operations to be performed,whereby a node onneted with its grandfather is \promoted" as a brother of its former fatherif this helps inserting a promising ar in the BCT. Experiene shows that the two more omplexheuristis perform muh better than the simpler one in inreasing the size of the BCT, usuallyresulting in better overall performanes of the approah, at least for those lasses of instaneswhere BCT preonditioners atually help.2.5. Further improvementsThe proedures realled above an be further improved by applying some general \triks" whihdo not depend from the hoie of S:� using as preonditioner the matrix M 0S of (4), thereby providing the preonditioner withinformation about the ars that are left out of S;� adding to S all ars (i; j) whih are \parallel" to ars already belonging to it: this doesnot hange the nonzero pattern of M 0S while inreasing its weight;� removing from both M and MS (at least) one row and solving the equivalent full-ranksystem rather than applying the PCG diretly to the rank-de�ient system.Our previous experiene [7℄ has provided us with guidelines about when eah of these (or-thogonal) options should be employed; sine the fous of this paper is on alternative ways foromputing S, in the omputational results we use for both the Prim-based and Kruskal-basedthe partiular ombination that has been found to be the best for eah lass of instanes. Theinterested reader is referred to [6, 7℄ for a through desription of these issues.3. Prim-based heuristis for maximum-weight BCTThe Kruskal-based heuristis for maximum-weight BCT require two separate phases: in the �rstphase the (approximated) ordered list of ars is sanned to �nd the (approximated) MST, in theseond phase the same list is sanned to add ars in the seond level of the BCT. This is neessarybeause the BCT de�nition requires a root to be �xed, otherwise the onept of \brother" isunde�ned, but the Kruskal algorithm iteratively onstruts a maximum-weight forest of growingardinality, that only at the very last step beomes a tree. On the ontrary, the Prim algorithmonstruts the maximum-weight spanning tree starting from an arbitrary node hosen as the rootof the tree, and therefore brotherhood is well de�ned at eah point of the algorithm: this allowsus to obtain Prim-based heuristis for the maximum-weight BCT with some slight modi�ationsof the Prim-algorithm, thereby sanning the node-set of the graph only one. Furthermore, thePrim algorithm (hene our heuristis) does not require ordering of the whole ar set.We reall the Prim algorithm in the following box, where G = (N;A;w) is a weighted graph,Pred is the predeessor funtion of the tree that is going to be onstruted, d is the vetor oflabels, and Q is a priority queue (with operations \�nd-max(Q)= argmaxfd(u)ju 2 Qg" and\inrease-key(v,Q)", that either add node v to Q if not present or update Q aording to animproved label for v):



8. for eah u 2 N n frg do d(u) = �1;d(r) = 0; Pred(r) = nil; Q = frg;do u = �nd-max(Q); Q = Q n fug; d(u) = +1;for eah (u; v) 2 A doif d(v) < wuv then (?)begind(v) = wuv; Pred(v) = u; inrease-key(v,Q);endwhile Q 6= ;In the main step (?) of the Prim algorithm, the ars onneting the last extrated node u withpreviously extrated nodes v (easily reognized by their label d(v), whih has been set to +1immediately extration from Q) are disarded; the basi idea of Prim-based heuristis for themaximum-weight BCT is to onsider these ars and hek if they an be added to the BCT.This simply amounts to adding the following \else" branh to (?):elseif d(v) == +1 andv and u are brothers aording to Pred and(u; v) does not form a yle with seleted seond level arsthen add (u; v) to the seond level of the BCTCheking if a andidate ar for the seond level does not form yles is performed by using aUnion-Find struture, as in the Kruskal algorithm. Candidate ars are aepted in their sanningorder, thus the ordering in whih ars outgoing from a node are sanned has an impat uponthe obtained BCT.The experiene reported with Kruskal-based preonditioners [7℄ shows that two points areimportant:� the predeessor funtion (i.e., the ordering) for the seond level of the BCT must beomputed only when all ars in the BCT have been seleted, for otherwise ars may berefused only for inompatibility with the already deided ordering (see remarks on theKruskal-based heuristi (ii.a) in Setion 2.4);� a promotion operation modifying the struture of the �rst level tree T is often useful toadd new ars.The promotion is performed when an ar joins the extrated node u with its grandfather v, asdepited in Figure 1. In (a), solid arrows represent the �rst level ars of the BCT, dotted arrowsrepresent seond level ars, while dashed ars are under examination. Ordinarily, ar (u; v) ouldnot be aepted beause u already has a father, q, and v is not a brother of u; however, one andelare u to be a son of v instead while keeping ar (q; u) in the BCT, just by moving it fromthe �rst level to the seond one (sine u beomes brother of q). We all this a simple promotion(SP). However, at eah step of the algorithm, the promotion operation is inompatible with thebrother-onnetion operation, as the former hanges the father of the urrent node u from q tov, while the brother-onneted operations searhes for nodes onneted to u that are also sonsof q (i.e., brothers of u before the promotion). Therefore, the hoie between the two operations



9.is done by omputing the weight ontribution of eah, and applying the one giving the bestresult. However, when promotion is applied, the resulting BCT an be improved by searhingfor brothers of node u after the promotion, i.e., for sons of v onneted to u (f. Figure 1()).We all this improved operation wide promotion (WP); in pratie, this onsists of applying�rst the simple promotion and then the brother-onnetion on the modi�ed BCT, hene tryingto obtain the advantages of both.
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q pu w u pq wFigure 1: (a) is the initial situation, (b) is the BCT after SP, () is the BCT after WPAn interesting property of our Prim-based heuristis is the following:Proposition 3.1. Heuristis Prim-SP and Prim-WP determine a BCT ontaining the optimalMST omputed by the Prim algorithm.Proof: The Prim label d(�) is not modi�ed by brother-onnetions or simple/wide promotions, asthey are performed only between the node u just extrated from Q and nodes already extrated.In partiular, brother-onnetions do not hange any �rst-level ar, while promotions only movesthe predeessor ar of u from the �rst level to the seond level of the BCT. Hene, the sequenesof node insertions and extrations from Q is not modi�ed, and therefore the optimal MST isontained in the �nal BCT. �By [7, Corollary 3.1℄, all heuristis for ostruting BCTs whih augment the maximum-weightspanning tree are 2-approximated; hene, using Proposition 3.1, we an onlude that bothheuristis Prim-SP and Prim-WP are 2-approximated algorithms for the maximum-weight BCTproblem.Two elements are important in the pratial implementation of the above approahes:� how Q is implemented, whih may even impat on the worst-ase performanes of thealgorithm: for instane, a binary heap results in O(m log n) omplexity while an unorderedlist results inO(n2) omplexity, hene the former is favored in sparse graphs while the latteris favored in dense graphs;� in whih order the ars leaving the urrent node u are sanned: basially, one an eitheraept the ordering of the ars that is impliit in the desription of the instane (that is,one with presumably no spei� property) or order the ars by noninreasing weight, sothat \more interesting" ars are examined �rst.The impat of those implementation issues is disussed in the next setion.



10.4. A omputational omparison of preonditionersIn this setion, we present the results of a large-sale omputational test aimed at assessing thee�etiveness of Prim-based preonditioners with respet to Kruskal-based ones. The tests havebeen performed on a PC with an Athlon MP 2400+ and 1Gb RAM, running Linux. The odewas ompiled using the GNU g++ ompiler version 3.3, using optimization option \-O3".For our tests, we seleted three well-known random generators of MCF problems: goto (Gri-dOnTOrus), gridgen and netgen. For eah generator, we generated a total of 8 lasses ofinstanes named genk d, where gen is the spei� generator, n = 2k (for k omprised be-tween 12 and 16) is the number of nodes and d (omprised between 8 and 256) is the av-erage density of the graph; we ould not generate net16 64 instanes beause of limitationsof the generator. The data set is similar to that of [7℄, exept that some smaller-size in-stanes were dropped in favor of larger-size|and therefore more signi�ant|ones; hene, forthese instanes the \optimal" performanes of Kruskal-based BCT preonditioners have alreadybeen extensively studied. As usual, soure ode for the generators an be downloaded, e.g., athttp://www.di.unipi.it/optimize/Data/; parameters for reproduing the instanes are alsoavailable upon request from the authors.For all the instanes, we ran an implementation of a Primal-Dual IP method, using a standardtree preonditioner, in order to ollet the (data for reproduing the) matries M at the IPiterations. Then, the di�erent preonditioners were tested on these matries, and an estimate ofthe total time that would be spent by an IP method if using eah preonditioner is omputed.This way, we ensure that for every preonditioner we solve exatly the same sequene of linearsystems. We remark that our testing methodology ompletely disregards the possible e�etsthat the di�erent iterative solvers, by providing slightly di�erent solutions to the same system,may have on the overall IP approah; in atuality, the sequenes of KKT systems solved by theIP approah using eah solver would be di�erent. However, sine the fous of the paper is onthe eÆieny of the KKT system solution, we believe that the hosen testing methodology is themost appropriate one: omparing the atual solution time of the IP algorithm using eah solvermay inur serious risks of distorting the results, if only beause the number of IP iterations mayvary. Furthermore, the KKT solution time is a very signi�ant part of the total IP time: itis never less than 65%, most often muh higher, and the perentage grows as the size of theinstanes does, overoming 95% on the largest ones.As in [7℄, a typial adaptive stopping rule is employed for the PCG whih terminates theproedure as soon as a vetor �y is found suh thatjdi �Mi�yj � max(jbi �Ei�xj; "max(jbij; 1))for all i 2 N , where �x is the urrent primal solution of the IP algorithm; in our experiments, = 0:1 and " =1e-4 is also both the relative feasibility tolerane and the relative optimalitytolerane of the IP approah. This stopping rule allows early termination in the initial IPiterations, while ensuring that the auray is always \enough" to guarantee onvergene of theIP algorithm; in our experiments, the jbi � Ei�xj values are also saved along with � and d toensure that the auray requirements are exatly the same for eah di�erent preonditioner.Sine the fous of the paper is on the solution of the KKT system, we have eleted not to employany optimal fae detetion proedure [16℄ to terminate the IP approah early on.The omputational experiments were performed in two phases. In the preliminary phase, asigni�ant subset of the instanes were tested with some variants of the Prim-based preondi-tioners (and also of the Kruskal-based ones) to determine whih of the possible implementations



11.of the algorithms desribed in Setion 3 were more promising. The results of these tests aredesribed in Setion 4.1 without atually reporting the tables, in order to improve the larityand save on spae. Then, in the seond phase the most promising Prim-based preonditionerswere tested against the Kruskal-based ones on the full set of instanes; the results are reportedand disussed in detail in Setion 4.2.4.1. Preliminary experimentsIn the preliminary phase, we tested the inuene of some of the main implementation hoieson the eÆieny of the preonditioners.� Choie of the priority queue. We implemented three di�erent priority queues for beingused by the Prim-based approahes: a binary heap, an unordered list and a buket list.We also tested the priority queue data struture of the Standard Template Library. We�nd out that our binary heap is almost always the best hoie.� Choie of the ar ordering. We found out that ordering the ars in the star of eahnode does not provide signi�antly better preonditioners than the unsorted ase, whilebeing more ostly due to the extra ordering time.� Choie of the BCT heuristi. The two heuristis Prim-SP and Prim-WP showed verysimilar results in terms of ardinality and weight of the obtained BCT. The more om-plex one was not signi�antly more ostly than the simpler one, while sometimes showingslightly better improvement of the onvergene rate, espeially in the �rst iterations; how-ever, the onverse was also oasionally true.� Choie of the ordering method. For Kruskal-based approahes we tested the inueneof the sorting algorithms both on time and on quality of the weight of the initial MST.The results learly showed that the approximate buket sort is the best hoie omparedagainst exat sorting algorithms (quik-sort in STL or an exat buket sort): the weightof the obtained spanning tree always mathed the optimal weight at least in the �rst sixsigni�ant digits, while requiring onsiderably less time to ompute the ordering.Hene, at the end of the �rst phase we deided to stik with the binary heap. We did notorder the star of the nodes, and we used the approximated buket-sort for the Kruskal-basedapproahes; however, sine none of Prim-SP and Prim-WP was learly dominating the other,we had to keep testing both even in the seond phase of the omputational experiments.4.2. The seond phaseThe aim of the seond phase was to diretly ompare Prim-based and Kruskal-based preondi-tioners. A �rst set of results is reported in Table 1: olumns \TP", \SP", and \WP" report dataabout the Prim-based approahes (respetively, the Tree preonditioner and the two variants ofBCT preonditioner), while olumn \TK" reports data about the Kruskal-Tree, preonditioner.For eah approah, olumns \time"/\iter" report respetively the ratio between the omputingtime/number of PCG iterations of the spei� approah and those of the \best" Kruskal-BCTpreonditioner, aording to [7℄, i.e., the variant (ii.b); thus, a number less than one indiatesthat the orresponding approah is more e�etive (for iterations) or eÆient (for time) than theKruskal-BCT preonditioner. Finally, Column \Chol" reports data (in partiular, time ratio



12.measured as for the other approahes) about solving the KKT system with a diret method;in partiular, we used the eÆient Cholesky fatorization of the Ng-Peyton pakage [12℄. Forthat approah, a number in parenthesis reports the number of nonzeroes in the Cholesky fator,whih was too large to allow solution of the system; the reported sizes orrespond to memoryrequirements of well over 1Gb for the ore data of the numerial fatorization only. A \*" meansinstead that the pakage even failed to ompute the symboli fatorization (hene, not even thenumber of nonzeroes is known). TP SP WP TK Choliter time iter time iter time iter time timegoto 12 8 1.15 1.00 0.99 0.95 0.99 0.96 1.07 0.94 76.812 64 1.11 0.94 0.99 0.89 0.99 0.90 1.14 1.01 30.312 256 1.25 1.08 1.16 1.13 1.16 1.15 1.25 1.08 43.714 8 1.08 0.81 0.97 0.84 0.94 0.83 1.12 0.92 1.014 64 1.20 0.99 0.98 0.85 0.98 0.87 1.18 1.02 74.514 256 1.28 1.16 1.12 1.08 1.13 1.09 1.20 1.10 (9.5e7)16 8 0.88 0.78 0.79 0.77 0.78 0.77 1.18 1.07 2.016 64 1.15 1.01 0.84 0.78 0.84 0.78 1.26 1.14 (2.5e8)grid 12 8 1.05 1.13 1.05 1.15 1.05 1.19 1.00 0.89 360.912 64 1.00 0.66 1.06 0.95 1.07 0.97 1.00 0.67 115.812 256 1.02 0.60 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.92 1.02 0.61 36.614 8 0.89 0.83 0.82 0.95 0.86 1.01 1.00 0.85 2186.514 64 0.86 0.66 0.92 0.93 0.86 0.89 1.00 0.78 (9.2e7)14 256 1.00 0.61 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.58 *16 8 0.98 0.90 0.93 1.01 0.93 1.02 1.00 0.91 *16 64 0.93 0.74 0.97 0.95 0.97 0.96 1.00 0.83 *net 12 8 0.97 0.94 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.00 0.94 162.612 64 0.99 0.55 0.99 0.74 0.99 0.75 1.00 0.68 87.912 256 1.00 0.48 1.00 0.67 1.00 0.68 1.00 0.65 24.614 8 0.81 0.81 0.83 0.87 0.83 0.85 1.01 1.00 147.414 64 0.96 0.78 0.96 0.85 1.03 0.91 0.94 0.83 (9.5e7)14 256 1.00 0.46 1.00 0.62 1.00 0.65 1.00 0.59 *16 8 0.91 0.91 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.94 1.00 0.99 *Table 1: Comparison of Prim-based and Kruskal-based preonditionersTable 1 draws a quite omplex piture. On the \diÆult" (f. [7, 8℄) goto instanes, thePrim-BCT approah is ompetitive with both the *-Tree ones, and also with the Kruskal-BCTone on all instanes exept the densest ones; furthermore, there looks to be a trend wherebythe Prim-BCT approah is more and more ompetitive (for �xed density) as the number ofnodes inreases. On the \easy" net and grid instanes, the new approah is always better (oronly very slightly worse) than Kruskal-BCT exept on the smallest instanes; it is not betterthan Kruskal-Tree, but, as expeted from the results in [7℄, it is then Prim-Tree that is thenompetitive with Kruskal-Tree. Also, a general positive trend with respet to the size of theinstane also shows up; for these \easy" lasses, the trend is atually learer when density growsthan when the number of nodes inreases.



13.As for the diret approah, it is obviously not ompetitive with the iterative ones, exept ina few ases for the goto instanes, even disregarding the fat that the largest graphs simplyannot be solved.In order to gather a better understanding of the results, in Table 2 we report some detaileddata about the behavior of the di�erent preonditioners (averaged) on (the �ve instanes of)lass 12 64. For eah generator we report seven rows orresponding to the systems solved atIP iterations 1, 2, k=4, k=2, 3k=4, k � 1 and k, where k is the index of the last iteration; thisis a signi�ant sample of the matries generated during the IP algorithm. In partiular, thesystems of iteration 1 are those solved to �nd an initial interior solution, for whih � = Im,hene M = EET . Columns \TP" and \SP" report respetively data about the Prim-basedTree and BCT preonditioner (in partiular, the SP variant), while olumns \TK" and \BK"report respetively data about the Kruskal-based Tree and BCT preonditioner (in partiular,the variant (ii.b)). For eah approah, olumns \time" and \iter" reports respetively theomputing time (in seonds) and the number of PCG iterations required for solving the system.For the BCT approahes, olumn \R" ontains the \ardinality ratio" jSj=(n � 1) � 1, i.e.,the perentage of ars (with respet to those of the spanning tree) added to the support graph,while olumn \wR" ontains the \weight ratio" w(S)=w(T )� 1, where w(S) is the weight of thesupport graph while w(T ) is the weight of the MST.TP SP TK BKgen IP it. iter time R wR iter time iter time R wR iter timegoto 1 910 8.33 .93 2e-1 662 6.25 1052 9.65 .72 1e-1 982 9.112 94 0.90 .95 9e-1 86 0.87 94 0.96 .51 5e-1 94 1.03k=4 82 0.80 .85 6e-1 73 0.76 82 0.86 .56 3e-1 69 0.85k=2 64 0.65 .82 5e-1 57 0.61 64 0.69 .55 2e-1 52 0.663k=4 46 0.48 .83 5e-1 45 0.50 46 0.51 .56 2e-1 40 0.50k � 1 25 0.29 .84 5e-1 24 0.31 25 0.31 .56 2e-1 23 0.32k 25 0.29 .84 5e-1 24 0.31 25 0.31 .56 2e-1 23 0.32grid 1 10 0.36 .06 5e-2 10 0.55 10 0.31 .03 3e-2 10 0.422 10 0.36 .23 2e-2 10 0.53 10 0.33 .21 4e-3 10 0.49k=4 10 0.36 .23 4e-2 10 0.54 10 0.35 .22 7e-2 10 0.58k=2 15 0.41 .05 3e-2 15 0.58 15 0.45 .05 2e-2 15 0.693k=4 16 0.42 .04 3e-2 16 0.59 16 0.48 .04 3e-2 16 0.72k � 1 17 0.43 .05 3e-2 17 0.60 17 0.36 .00 1e-3 17 0.47k 101 1.32 .05 3e-2 136 1.87 101 1.25 .00 1e-4 101 1.36net 1 10 0.27 .68 7e-1 10 0.39 10 0.24 .43 4e-1 10 0.322 10 0.26 .05 4e-2 10 0.37 10 0.34 .05 4e-2 10 0.53k=4 11 0.28 .06 4e-2 11 0.38 11 0.35 .06 3e-2 11 0.55k=2 16 0.33 .05 3e-2 16 0.43 16 0.46 .05 2e-2 16 0.663k=4 15 0.32 .05 3e-2 15 0.42 15 0.37 .05 3e-2 15 0.56k � 1 10 0.26 .05 3e-2 10 0.36 10 0.25 .00 2e-3 10 0.30k 17 0.34 .05 3e-2 17 0.44 22 0.37 .00 2e-4 22 0.43Table 2: Detailed results for 12 64 instanes (time in seonds)Table 2 learly show that the two approahes build quite di�erent support graphs; also, thebehavior varies signi�antly with the lass of instanes. For all instanes, the Prim-based BCTusually ontains more ars than the Kruskal-based one; the di�erene is relevant for goto in-stanes, and marginal for the others, exept possibly at the �rst and last iterations. Also, theardinality ratio is muh more uniform in the goto, while it varies signi�antly in the others.Analogously, exept in one ase the weight ratio of SP is better than that of BK; the di�erene



14.is relevant for goto instanes, and marginal for the others, exept at the �rst and espeially atthe last iterations, where SP shows a pretty stable ratio while the ratio of BK sharply dereases.Yet, a \larger" BCT (both in weight and ardinality) is not always assoiated with fewer PCGiterations; for goto instanes, it atually is on the �rst IP iterations but not in the subsequentones (albeit, with an automati swithing rule it is the �rst iterations that are atually impor-tant, sine, later on, the Tree is used anyway). So, SP being faster on goto instanes has tobe due to the ombined e�et of less PCG iterations (sometimes) and more eÆient �nding ofS; this is on�rmed by the fat that|barring the �rst iteration|TP requires exatly the samenumber of PCG iterations than BK, while being faster. The situation is analogous for gridand net instanes, although there (as expeted from the results in [7℄) the BCT preonditionersalmost never improve on the iterations ount, and therefore end up being slower than Tree ones.Among the latters, TP is learly better than TK on net instanes, while the situation is far lesslear on grid ones.Further elements on�rming the omplexity of the analysis are reported in Table 3, whihshows the time spent in �nding the support graph S (either a tree or a BCT) as a fration ofthe total time required for solving the system. We remark that the fration omprises both thetime for �nding S and that for fatoring the preonditioner; the latter is however negligibile,being most often less than 1% of the total time, and never above 3%. The table shows that thetime for �nding the preonditioner is, in general, muh less relevant for goto instanes, beausethey require muh more PCG iterations to be solved, while it takes a very signi�ant fration ofthe total time for the other \simpler" lasses, espeially as density of the graph inreases. Also,BCTs require signi�antly more time than Trees. However, there seems to be a general trendwhere the fration tends to derease as the number of nodes inrease (if the density remainsonstant). goto grid netTP SP WP TK BK TP SP WP TK BK TP SP WP TK BK12 8 .05 .10 .10 .09 .13 .39 .42 .43 .23 .31 .23 .25 .28 .19 .2612 64 .06 .10 .10 .10 .19 .54 .67 .67 .55 .69 .44 .58 .59 .55 .6812 256 .14 .23 .24 .13 .24 .59 .73 .73 .59 .75 .45 .61 .62 .60 .7414 8 .08 .12 .13 .15 .23 .35 .45 .46 .28 .40 .04 .07 .07 .04 .0614 64 .06 .09 .09 .11 .21 .38 .52 .54 .35 .52 .26 .38 .38 .34 .4714 256 .05 .10 .11 .07 .14 .54 .68 .68 .44 .71 .43 .58 .59 .57 .7416 8 .05 .08 .08 .07 .12 .21 .30 .31 .16 .24 .04 .07 .07 .04 .0616 64 .03 .05 .06 .06 .15 .22 .31 .32 .18 .32Table 3: Fration of total time spent in �nding SThe �nal element to be taken into aount is the e�et the automati swithing rules. In fat,from [7℄ (and the previous results) we know that in general BCT preonditioners are seldomalways better than the orresponding Tree ones aross di�erent instane lasses, di�erent sizeswithin the same lass, and even di�erent IP iterations for the same instane. However, it turnsout that a reasonably simple rule an be used to onstrut a \hybrid" preonditioner whih worksbetter than either the pure BCT and the pure Tree ones; the rule just omputes the \ardinalityratio" (f. Table 2) and ompares it with a �xed threshold. If the threshold is exeeded then thepreonditioner atually inludes those ars, otherwise the operation is disabled in that and all



15.the following IP iterations; this is justi�ed by the fat that the tree preonditioner beomes moreand more eÆient as the IP algorithm proeeds, hene, if adding ars to the support graph is nothelping at a given iteration, it is somewhat unlikely that is it going to help later. Permanentlydisabling the rule is simple to implement, and has the advantage of avoiding the ost for �ndinga BCT (whih may be very signi�ant, f. Table 3) that is not going to be used.In [7℄, it was reported that a threshold of 0.45 was e�etive for Kruskal-based preonditioners;however, from the data in Table 2 it an be expeted that suh a value does not arry overto Prim-based ones, sine they usually �nd rather larger subgraphs. In order to avoid anydistortion in the omparison due to the hoie of the threshold, we deided to experimentally�nd, independently for all lasses of instanes, and independently for Prim-based and Kruskal-based approahes, the \best" possible value of the threshold (in inrements of 5%). We alsotested whether the \weight ratio" (f. again Table 2) ould be a more dependable indiatorupon whih basing the swithing rule; again, independently for eah lass of instanes and eahapproah we tested all reasonable values of the threshold (in inrements of half an order ofmagnitude) and olleted the overall best results. We found out that the weight-based swithingrule may indeed provide slightly better results for Prim-based approahes than the ardinality-based one; however, sine the di�erene was not partiularly relevant, we �nally deided toreport results only about the latter.This is done in Table 4; in olumns \TP", \SP" and \TK" we report the ratio between thebest running time obtained by the orresponding preonditioner|using the swithing rule inase of SP|and that of Kruskal-BCT with \optimal" swithing rule.goto grid netTP SP TK TP SP TK TP SP TK12 8 1.06 1.01 1.00 1.27 1.27 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.0012 64 0.94 0.89 1.01 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.81 0.81 1.0012 256 1.08 1.08 1.08 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.73 0.73 1.0014 8 0.88 0.88 1.00 0.97 0.97 1.00 0.81 0.81 1.0014 64 0.99 0.85 1.02 0.85 0.85 1.00 0.94 0.94 1.0014 256 1.16 1.07 1.10 1.05 1.05 1.00 0.78 0.78 1.0016 8 0.78 0.76 1.07 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.92 0.92 1.0016 64 1.01 0.78 1.14 0.90 0.90 1.00Table 4: Kruskal- and Prim-based preonditioners with \optimal" thresholdThe results show that even lass-spei� tuning of the threshold does not hange the generalpiture. On the \easy" grid and net instanes, the optimal preonditioner is almost indis-tinguishable from the Tree one, both in the Prim and Kruskal ases. For these instanes,Prim-based preonditioners an improve upon Kruskal-based ones only if the Prim-based MSTis more eÆient than the Kruskal-based MST; this atually happens for all net instanes andin the vast majority of grid ones. For goto instanes, where the BCT approah instead onsis-tently improve the quality of the preonditioner, then the Prim-based approah also provides anextra boost to performanes due to the di�erent harateristis of the support graph (larger, andwith larger weight at the initial iterations); this happens for instane in the 14 64 ase, whereTP, TK and BK are basially equivalent, while BK onsistently improves on them. Overall, thePrim-BCT approah is ompetitive on almost all the goto instanes, exept the densest ones.
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